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Free Essays from Bartleby | To begin with attachment theory, first everyone should Attachment is the close, enduring
emotional bond to parents or other . Evaluating two theories that explain the development of the infant attachment to.

Subscribe Thanks. This is why it is crucial to give them the opportunity to build a social emotional attachment
and positive behaviors. Miljkovitch, Pierrehumbert, Karmaniola, Bader, and Halfon conducted a study that
demonstrated how the loss of an important caregiver that has a secure attachment to the child, can cause the
child to have troubles bonding to people in the future, for fear of this loss An attachment style is developed on
how the mother or guardian treats their infant child. Many attachment psychologists argue that early
relationships with our primary caregivers have an effect on later relationships. Evaluating two theories that
explain the development of the infant attachment to parents or surrogates. Delivery Instant Downloads If your
purchase is available as an 'Instant Download' and you choose this format, your resources will be available for
download immediately after checkout within your mytutor2u account. If the child has a negative attachment,
the child can grow up having a negative self-image and having social and emotional problems. Another study
that supports the learning theory is Dollard and Miller which proposed the idea that attachment is a learned
behaviour that is acquired through both classical and operant conditioning. These feeling of connection carry
over from parent, to child, to later life from the person to their partner and then their own children. Bowlby
believed that children have been born programmed to form attachments which will help them survive; this is
known as evolutionary attachments. Attachment is one such theoretical orientation, developed by John
Bowlby out of his dissatisfaction with other existing theories. Bowlby believed that children have been born
programmed to form attachments which will help them survive; this is known as evolutionary attachments.
Reasoning behind both attachment and temperament make it difficult at times to confidently support one way
or another. The attachment process can be divided into pre-attachment, discriminate and indiscriminate and
multiple attachment phases. The theory offers a wide spectrum, which encompasses comprehensive theoretical
paradigm for understanding diversities amongst relationships. Theorists believe that a child has a need to form
attachments with an adult care giver to ensure adequate growth and social and emotional development.
Cooney found insecurity and mistrust from the early insecure attachment experiences can be reworked and
resolved through altruistic activities and social bonding  The term attachment refers to the complex set of
related thought processes and behaviors towards a primary care giver. There are many theories that have
evidence supporting bonding and attachment.


